To ensure they have adequate food and shelter for the duration of the quarantine, if someone is ordered to do quarantine the Health Department will assess their situation to determine if the quarantine can be done in their home. If not, it is the responsibility of Public Health.

GMC has received more testing supplies and is continuing to test patients.

Lab - The State lab continues to run 400-500 test per day. As of 8 A.M. this morning there are 243 case, 24 hospitalizations, and 5 deaths.

Additional guidance on the number of children in any facility.

On Wednesday April 1, Governor Bullock ordered Childcare as an essential service and provided additional guidance on the number of children in any facility.

To speak with a healthcare provider.

Train stations, for the traveler who has symptoms of concern, arrangements will be made for them.

The order also authorizes the Montana National Guard to assist with checkpoints at airports and train stations. For the traveler who has symptoms of concern, arrangements will be made for them.

Meeting from another state for non-work-related purpose, this applies to residents and non-residents.

On Monday March 30, Governor Bullock ordered a 14-day self-quarantine for anyone coming to Montana from another state.

### Update:

**New Business:**

**Agenda Item:**

**Follow-up:**

**Discussion:**

**Guests:** Shwana Sargent, Gary Karachiak, Joe Shartono, Geri Callahan, Mary Jo Gehnert, John Hickman, Troy Chris, Shelly Jason

**Name/Title:**

**Present:**

- Cindy Heidel-Mental Health
- Justin Cross - Licensed Out-of-State
- Brett Hilgendorf - County Attorney
- Jerry Jimison - City of Glendive
- Jill Domak-GMC
- Superintendent Schools - Glendive Schools
- Danwise Zander - Commissioner
- Joe Long - Medical Officer

**4/3/2020 Special Meeting**

**Board of Health**
Outdoor activities
Lions Back is a place of concern. The past weekend there were a lot of people four wheeling in this area.
There was discussion on closure of playgrounds, tennis, basketball courts but still allowing individuals to utilize parks for walking while practicing social distancing measures.

Motion was made by Brett to close city and county playgrounds, tennis, and basketball courts. Motion seconded by Stephen. All in favor none opposed

DCHD will post signs, and notice to schools also. A Regroup message will be sent out, notice to the Ranger Review and a PSA will be sent to the radio stations.

Grocery stores-
Discussion was held about how practical it would be for grocery stores to screen everyone prior to entering the store. Albertsons is putting plans in place following the recommendations of the CDC. Concern was expressed about asking someone who was not qualified to screen. Reynolds voiced it would be difficult to staff.

GMC is working on surge planning and contingency plans. Currently they have 2 ventilators.

Next meeting – 4-10-20 at 11:00
Notes by: Timber Dempewolf
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